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Document164 
 

In The Name Of Allah most compassionate most merciful 
 

Iraq Republic 
Interior Ministry 
Tameem Governorate 
Secret Correspondences  

Confidential and Personal 
NO: qassa/3313 
Date: 19/3/1994 

TO/ Interior Ministry – Mr. Minister Office 
Subject/ Daquq District , Taza Area and its rural area 

 
On the ground to the Republic Presidency / Mr. Vice – President – North 
Committee/ The Secretarial Letter NO. 20/315 in 28/2/1994 and For the purpose 
of implementing the mentioned instructions in the above letter that is 
accompanied by President Saddam Hussein agreement (Allah Protects Him) 
about accomplishing the plan of developing Daquq district and Taza area.. 
Several meetings were held with the related administrations, the last one was in 
17/3/1994 and we Prepare an implementing  mechanism as below mentioned 
and we started this as first priority :- 
1. Daquq District: the residence and agricultural lands… 
a. In Daquq district there is (1500) residence lands ready for distribution when 

conformation is made upon the essential design of the city that was sent in 
accordance with, Letter of Edifice Planning Unit NO. 2778 in 15/12/1993 
they were specialized for Arabic Tribes as it mentioned below: 

Tribes name Lands number 
Al-ubeid tribe 500 residence land 

Albu mafraj tribe 350 residence land 
Bani Ize tribe 150 residence lands 

Al bu Muhammad tribe 150 residence lands 
Al- saeih tribes 150 residence lands 

Al- laheeb tribes 100 residence lands 
Al- mimmara tribes 050 residence lands 
Al- naemm tribes 050 residence lands 

 
b. In the mentioned province there is agricultural lands (3300) square acres, 

1400 acres from that belong to Waqf Ministry and (1900) acres from 
Congregation Tameem Garden after, canceling Kurdish families contracts in, 
they  are specialized for farmer families of Arabs that were decided to dwell 
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(as the follows) see below on the bases of 53 acres for flowed lands and 100 
acres for watered lands . It is regarded as first stage to prepare other lands... 

Al- Ubeid tribe (34) flowed land in (53) square acres for one land in Tameem 
garden assemblage. 
Al- Laheeb tribe (14) flowed land in (100) square acres for one land in the 
district 34/ Zein Al- Abedeen. 
c. About the contract (21) , now it is about to be fulfilled and it would be 

achieved during the present final year. It is regarded as a second priority that 
the agricultural assemblies after accomplishing determine lands to be 
distributed upon the families suggested to dwell. 

d. As for the contracting (23) it is regarded as third stage after observing the 
required specifications of about (225) million dinar and this cost is only 
guessing till farming implementing. (Without revising or settling and without 
any commentary channels.) 

2. Taza Area/ the residence and agricultural lands: 
a. In the area (1000) thousand acres of residence land were specialized upon 

Arabic families of the same tribes who live around the area and who are well 
– acquainted by the region families traditions and customs to be depended 
upon as first stage instead of the mentioned tribes in (2) item from the 
recommendations. 

Al- Ubeid tribe 750 residence land 
Al- Madeed tribe 150 residence land 
Abada tribe 050 residence land 
Bini Tameem tribe 050 residence land 
b. Agricultural lands in Taza area: 
 There are no vacant agricultural lands now, in Taza and this issue is related by 
omitting procedures for the owners of conducting rights in Basheer districts 
(watered and flowed). This required to secure a sum of (150) million dinar of 
(19) square thousand acres for flowed lands and (10) thousand acres square for 
the watered lands. Theoretically, they would be provided by omitting matter and 
reducing the big squares and (250) agricultural lands in 53 acres for flowed 
lands and 100 acres for the watered lands can be distributed upon the selected 
families to live and to be regarded as first stage when securing the sum of 
compensating of the omitting.. 
Services: 
On the focus of, the specialized sum of about fifty million dinar for the purpose 
of, providing the services to the families who are suggested to dwell within the 
district and the area. The sum was distributed as the follows as first priority to 
secure the services to (800) family (480) family are in Daquq and (320) family 
in Taza area.. 
(8,--) million dinar as (10,000) thousand dinar for every family 
(22,-,-,-_ million dinar water electricity and pavement services to Daquq 
districts and the suggested areas 
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(14,-,-,-) million dinar water electricity and pavement services to Taza area/ and 
the suggested areas 
(5,-,-,-) million dinar to omit the conducting rights to compensate the owners of 
residence lands in Daquq and Taza area. 
(250,-,-) thousand dinar to mastery committee omitting and seizing jobs 
(750,-,-) thousand dinar spare and resume… 
                                                                
      50,-,- million dinar 
 
The second Stage to develop the services in Daquq and Taza areas: 
To accomplish the development services in the district and area in addition to 
supporting the Formal Institutes, Party and Public Organizations State institutes 
on the same development area rally way in the Country as ordered in (3) on the 
special recommendations of participated suggestions to enforce,  increase, 
Arabic existence in the district and the area. We suggest to implement the 
important demanded services after securing the required sum as below 
mentioned and to be regarded as second priority of implementation:- 
 

Service kind Daquq Taza Total 
number 

Notes 

Road paving 13/500/- 32/3800/- 45/880/- For the new 
and old 

residencies 
Water 6/719/- 20/356/- 27/075/- = 

Electricity 25/338/- 21/586/- 46/924/- = 
Health 08/-/- - 08/-/- Change the 

health center 
in Daquq to 
Hospital of 

(50) bed 
Schools 18/-/- 5/750/- 23/750/- Fulfilling to 

build three 
schools and 
found and 

maintenance 
nine schools   

Daquq 
district 

management 
building 

9/520/- - 9/520/-  The present 
building 

belong to the 
Municipality 

and not 
suitable 

Daquq 2/5-/- - 2/5-/- For there is 
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electricity 
management 

building 

no building 
presently 

Adding a 
suit to the 

Party Daquq 
section 

1/-/- - 1/-/-  

 84/577/- 80/072/- 164/649/- 
million dinar

 

In this way then, the needed sum for developing the services as second stage and 
omitting the conducting rights and the compensation sums to secure the 
agricultural lands would be as the follows: 
163/649/- million dinar to develop the services 150/-/- million dinar for 
compensation sums 
                                                  
           The total number 313/649/- million dinar 

to see please … 
With Regards 

General 
Hisham Sabah Al- Fakhri 

Tameem Governor 
3/1994 
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